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The UTS:INSEARCH Learning Centre

The Learning Centre (LC) is a vital part of  the UTS: INSEARCH 

experience. The LC collaborates with staff  and students, to create 

supplementary English language resources for classes and 

independent study, and offers supplemental group and individual 

instruction and support with the aim of  maximising learning 

success.



A safe, innovative, inclusive learning environment to support the 

student learning experience. 

The Learning Centre actively engages in, and provides: 



Quality supplementary 

teaching and learning 

materials – related to the 

UTS:INSEARCH Curriculum, 

designed to assist in the  

development and 

consolidation of  English 

language skills.



• Supplementary materials come with 
a QR Code which enables the 
student to scan the code and be 
taken directly to the source.

• Resources include: Podcasts, 
TedTalks, Articles, Essential 
Readings and Viewing, Vimeo and 
YouTube clips as well as interactive 
news extracts and talking text.



Blended learning resources and technical support.



Comprehensive group and 

individual learning support for 

students to prepare for 

lifelong, independent learning. 



LEARNING TO LEARN

Developing the student’s 
independent approach to 

learning.



• Learning to Learn  was designed and developed as a 
proactive approach to student engagement, it aims to 
provide students with the necessary skills to succeed 
academically in their course of  study at UTS: INSEARCH 
and beyond. 

• Many of  the students who study at INSEARCH have come 
from countries where the dominate mode of  learning is what 
can be described as ‘passive learning’ rather than critical 
thinking and engaged learning. Without engagement, the 
likelihood of  success in any particular teaching/learning 
environment becomes problematic. 



The ability to learn is one of  the most important skills an 
individual can acquire, it encompasses the ability to persevere 
with and organise one’s own learning through  the effective 
management of  time and content.

Learning to Learn promotes:

• Ownership of  the learning process. 

• Responsibility for individual commitment and performance.



Our methodology is to break down the process of  learning and 
studying into ‘manageable chunks’ as well as to assert that 
ultimately, learning is the individual’s responsibility. 

This process has been divided into three main components:

• Time Management

• Location Management (a suitable place to study)

• Content Management





Learning to Learn – The module.

Creating understanding on the learners’ terms



Time Management 















Location Management



Content Management





Learning	to	learn

There are four skills you need to practise to learn English.  You also need to develop your vocabulary, learn 
grammar rules, and practise pronunciation.

In the spaces above number these skills from 1 to 4.

1 = needing the most improvement, and 4 = needing the least improvement.



How do you learn?

Interests

It’s good to understand the things that interest you. If you need to practice a particular skill then pick topics 
that you enjoy to make your study time more enjoyable.

Tick            the areas that interest you 
sport computers

music art/crafts

films/movies cooking

science environment

gaming Other
_________



Putting it together – Set yourself a learning goal.

Choose one skill you would like to improve along with a topic you have chosen as an interest, e.g. “the 
skill I want to improve is listening”, “I like learning about gaming”, “I will set a learning goal to complete 
at least one listening activity on this topic”.

Skill:

Topic:  

I know where to find activities to do this?   Yes No

How can I find out more about this? 

Remember:  You need to spend time practicing ALL your skills.



What we observed

Those who attended:

Students were engaged and focused 



They related to the material and 
actively participated in the session



Students did not need to be kept on task, they were not 
distracted by their mobile phones nor did they ‘clock-watch’.





What we found…

• The lack of  student engagement amongst the majority of  our East Asian learners is 
heavily influenced by institutional and sociocultural factors, including an emphasis 
on rote learning, and a tendency toward teacher-centered lessons.

• Whilst the number of  students attending the sessions was positive, engaging the 
students which the module actively sought to engage, was still problematic.

• Looking more closely at this ‘disengaged student cohort’ we found these students 
were more likely to be:

q mobile device dependent
q Lack sleep due to poor time management practices
q have poor nutrition due to poor time management 

practices
q prone to distractions (due to all of  the above)





Learning to Learn via Responsive Design

• When it comes to digital experiences, today’s users are hyper-

active; smartphones, phablets, tablets and laptops are more 

affordable and more readily available.

• Using the principles of  the Experiential Learning theory (Kolb, 

1984), responsive design will be used as a tool to help create and 

present content and instruction that is interesting and relevant to 

students.

• When learning is relevant to students, then they become engaged. 

With increased student engagement, comes increased learning. 



• Uses prior knowledge as the basis of  a new learning experience
• Revision and reflection of  newly acquired knowledge
• Makes connections between old and new knowledge
• Utilises and formalises what has been learned

Kolb - Cognitive Psychology, Learning Styles (Saul McLeod, 2013) 



Learning to Learn via Responsive Design

A significant advantage of  moving towards a responsive design 
project is: 

q learners are able to focus on the content rather than the 
platform it is presented on.

q The natural user interface (NUI) is well known to the user which 
creates a level of  comfort (reducing the focus on the device 
and reducing distraction from the content).
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Learning to Learn provides students vital scaffolding needed for lifelong 
learning

It aims to promote:

• Ownership of  the learning process. 

• Responsibility for individual commitment and performance.

The move to Responsive Design will offer students:

• Self  paced instruction

• Instant feedback and the opportunity to review and retry

• The learning and consolidation of          skills.



‘There is a strong research base that describes how 
technology strengthens student engagement and 
learning. For example, active learning is associated with 
improved student academic performance’ (Hake,1998; 
Knight & Wood, 2005; Michael, 2006; Freeman, et al., 
2007; Chaplin, 2009). Thus, with ‘increased student 
engagement there develops, critical thinking, and better 
attitudes toward learning’  (‘O’Dowd & Aguilar-Roca, 
2009).

Responsive Design in Higher Education (Chad Van Lier, 
2013)




